The Benefits of an Ex: Social Security Tips for Divorced Women
One significant financial decision that every divorced woman will face in the years ahead is how and when to
claim Social Security. Especially when you are navigating retirement on your own, there is a very real potential
for missed benefits because of unclear ex‐spousal rules or unknown claiming strategies. Too often expectations
about Social Security retirement benefits are based on cocktail party conversation or an optimistic assumption
that the rules generally abide by common sense! The following is a compilation of some of the most common
misconceptions and missed planning opportunities for divorced women contemplating the Social Security
decision.
Please note that the basic rules and strategies for Social Security are the same for both men and women.
However, since women statistically live longer and earn less over their lifetimes they are more likely to be
collecting lower benefits than that which they are eligible based on the earnings history of an ex‐spouse.
Not just any marriage makes you eligible for ex‐spousal benefits – You must have been married for at least
ten years and the divorce must have been finalized more than two years ago (if it has not been two years, then
the ex‐spouse must currently be collecting benefits). This two‐year rule can create Medicare eligibility issues at
age 65 if you are not eligible for Social Security benefits based upon your own work record.
Age is NOT just a number (for Social Security purposes!) – The age at which benefits are initiated will
dictate your income stream for the rest of your life. A divorced woman can generally collect Social Security
benefits based on her own earnings history or 50% of her former spouse’s benefit (whichever is higher),
assuming certain qualifications are met. The benefit amount varies based on the age at which benefits begin
relative to your Full Retirement Age (FRA), currently ranging from ages 65 to 67 (determined by your year of
birth). If your benefits are initiated prior to FRA, income is reduced by 5‐6.67% per year. If your benefits are
initiated post‐FRA, income is increased by 8% per year thereafter up to the maximum benefit at age 70. If you
think you will live a nice long life, then delaying your benefits until age 70 can be the single most effective
Social Security strategy available to you.
Delaying ex‐spousal benefits past your Full Retirement Age NEVER makes sense – There are very few
certainties involved with Social Security, but this is one of them. Ex‐spousal benefits do not earn delayed
retirement credits, so delaying ex‐spousal benefits past your FRA is never recommended.
Generally, it does not matter what your ex‐spouse is doing… While married couples must coordinate their
benefit strategies, the basic requirement for claiming ex‐spousal benefits is that both ex‐spouses are over age 62.
The woman seeking ex‐spousal benefits cannot be remarried, unless she got remarried after age 60 or the
subsequent remarriage ended prior to seeking benefits. But it makes no difference whether your ex‐spouse is
remarried. For example, in the unlikely event that a man has ended three ten‐year marriages and his fourth wife
is claiming spousal benefits, there could be four women claiming benefits based upon his work record.
…Unless he dies. This rule is a morbid one and falls into the category of “strange but true” since you receive
twice as much Social Security income if your ex‐spouse dies. If your ex‐spouse is deceased, you can typically
collect 100% of his benefit rather than just the general 50% spousal benefits.
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Bonus Income for High Earners Delaying Until Age 70 – If your benefits are initiated at or post‐FRA, you
have more flexibility to claim either your own benefit or the benefit based on your ex‐spouse’s work record
(prior to FRA, you must claim the higher benefit). Thus at FRA, you can elect to receive only exspousal benefits
and delay your own benefits – technically called a “restricted application.” Once you are FRA, you can
essentially receive bonus ex‐spousal income while taking advantage of delayed retirement credits on your own
work record (growing 8% per year until maximum benefit at age 70).
Case Study: Julie and Bill were married for 13 years before finalizing their divorce in the year in which they
both were age 45. At retirement, Julie is still unmarried and eligible for a benefit of $1,800/month at her FRA of
66 based upon her work record and she discovers through the Social Security Administration that Bill is
eligible for a benefit of $2,000/month at his FRA of 66. Julie decides she wants to delay her benefit as long as
possible since her family has a history of living long, healthy lives. At her age 66 (and not a day earlier!), she
can choose to file a restricted application to begin receiving benefits based on Bill’s work record (50% x
$2,000 = $1,000/month) while her benefit grows with the addition of delayed retirement credits. Once Julie
turns 70, she applies to receive her increased benefit ($1,800 x1.32, 8% annual growth for 4 years =
$2,376/month) – even more than her maximum 100% survivor benefits ($2,000/month) if Bill dies prior to Julie.
Limited “Do‐Overs” Allowed – If you already initiated benefits but would like to re‐apply for higher benefits
(based on an older age), you have a one‐time option of paying back to the government any income that you
have received within 12 months of initiating benefits. To initiate this type of “do‐over”, you must file Form 521,
a Request for Withdrawal of Application, your benefits will stop, and Social Security will tell you how much
you are required to pay back. You can also be entitled to monthly benefits retroactively for up to six months
prior to the month you file an application for benefits.
Especially for divorced women, understanding the rules and deciphering your benefit eligibility and claiming
strategies is crucial to making a thoughtful Social Security decision. It is strongly recommended that you
discuss your specifics with a financial professional. You can also call Social Security with questions about your
benefit options, but ultimately should plan to visit your Social Security office three months prior to when you
are preliminarily expecting to initiate benefits. You may have to provide your birth certificate (or other proof of
birth), W‐2 forms and/or self‐employment tax returns for last year, your marriage certificate, and final divorce
decree. And regardless of when you initiate Social Security, you should apply for Medicare within three months
of your 65th birthday.
The Social Security decision for divorced women can be more than a little daunting. The rules are so nuanced,
the impacts of when you initiate benefits can be permanent, and clear answers from the Social Security
Administration are a rarity. Hopefully these tips help you to feel empowered and confident as you walk into the
Social Security office and you walk out with the peace of mind that you are taking full advantage of the benefits
of your ex.
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